GMP at Home

As we can see in this photo, GMP students kept on thinking and working through the Covid disruption. Participation was strong here! Check out some of the great extra credit work our #UBGMP students created! Head over to our Instagram (@ubgmp) and use the hashtag #GMPatHome to see the more.

We math-lovers at GMP have never looked at solving math problems as a coping skill, but we know from some of your comments that it’s a nice way to keep your mind humming in these times. Our school year may have ended, but there are plenty of good places to find math challenges. Consider following Grant Sanderson from 3Blue1Brown on YouTube where he’ll be live streaming a series of lectures on math topics. Head over to The Math Contest and give their daily problem a try or check out offerings from The National Math Festival.

We’ll keep posting math challenges and opportunities on our social media this summer (facebook, twitter, instagram). If you want to share some resources that you enjoy, drop us an email and we’ll post it on social media for our GMP community!
Congratulations, GMP Graduates!

Aditi Arun
Josiah Borgstede
Jacob Cazes
Suraj Chetty
Samuel Farrell
Thomas Flaglor
Debosir Ghosh
Grant GianGrasso
Chukwudi Ilozue
Valerie Juang
Giorgi Kharchilava
David Lattimore
Jaiha Lee
Calvin Lee
Andrew Lin
Ryan Lopez
Cory Margarucci
Nicholas Masi
Katherine Miner
Aidan Nasca
Dana Nigrin
Jacob O’Donnell
James Oh
Arnav Parashar
Catherine Powell
Daniel Purizhansky
Reese Rudnick
Samuel Santora
Pranav Santora
Samuel Stoddard
Samuel Sullivan
Jacob Swihart
Kevin Wang
JunQi Wu
Jerry Xiao
Nicole Xu
Kevin Zhao

Our amazing graduates plan to attend these colleges: Brown University, Canisius College, Case Western Reserve University, Clarkson University, Columbia University, Cornell University, Duke University, Georgia Tech, Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Northeastern University, Northwestern University, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Rhode Island School of Design, Rochester Institute of Technology, Swarthmore College, University at Buffalo, University of California at Berkeley, University of Pittsburgh, University of Virginia, University of Wisconsin-Madison, and Williams College.

Their intended majors include: Aerospace Engineering, American Studies, Biochemistry, Biological Engineering Sciences, Biological Sciences, Biology, Biology and Spanish, Chemical Engineering, Computer Science, Engineering, Engineering Physics, Finance, Game Design and Development, Human Biology, Health, and Society, Mathematics, Mathematics and Computer Science, Mechanical Engineering, Neuroscience and French, Physics, Physics & Astronomy, Physics & Economics, and Psychological Science.

Some of the honors and scholarships won by this year’s graduates include: CWRU University Scholarship, College of Sciences Dean’s Scholarship, College of Sciences Early Research Award, Cornell Grant, EAWNY Scholarship and LDSC Scholarship, Elk MVS National Semi-Finalist Scholarship, Generation Leadership Scholarship, Ignatian Scholarship, Jefferson Scholarship, Lee Scholarship, Lockheed Martin STEM Scholarship, National Merit Scholarship, National Honor Society, National AP Scholar, National Merit Honorable Mention, Northeastern Honors program, Northwestern Scholarship, PEO Star Scholarship, Performing Arts Scholarship, Pride of New York Scholarship, Presidential Scholarship, RedHawk Excellence Scholarship, Rensselaer Medal Award, RIT Computing Scholarship, Salutatorian, Scholar Athlete, Swarthmore College Scholarship and more.

We wish our graduates success in their academic careers!

Have a safe and happy summer!

http://giftedmath.buffalo.edu  645-4467  gmpmath@buffalo.edu